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 .  .For the quantum function algebras O M and O GL , at lth roots of unityq n q n
when l is odd, the image under the q-analog of the Frobenius morphism charac-
 .terizes each prime and primitive ideal uniquely up to automorphisms obtained
from row and column multiplication of the standard generators X by powersi j
of q. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
For complex semisimple Lie groups G that are connected and simply
connected, explicit parametrizations of the primitive ideals in the quantum
 .coordinate rings O G have been obtained, when q is not a root of unity,q
w xby A. Joseph 14 , extending recent work of T. J. Hodges and T. Levasseur
w x w x10 and earlier results of Ya. S. Soibelman 23 . When q is a root of unity,
the primitive ideals are maximal of finite codimension, and so they
correspond exactly with the equivalence classes of finite dimensional
irreducible representations. Notable progress toward understanding the
 .representation theory of O G at roots of unity includes the studies by C.q
w x w xDe Concini and V. Lyubashenko 3 and by B. Parshall and J.-p. Wang 20 .
A key aspect to the approaches taken in these two analyses is the use of
q-analogs of the Frobenius homomorphism. Similar analogs have also
 w x.appeared in the theory of quantum enveloping algebras cf. 4, 2, 18 .
In brief, the quantum Frobenius homomorphism provides an embedding
 .  .of the classical coordinate ring O G into the center of O G . Oneq
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immediately obtains a finite surjection from the set of primitive ideals of
 .  .O G onto the set of maximal ideals of the commutative ring O G . Ourq
 .aim in this paper is to prove, for O GL , and for the quantum coordinateq n
 .ring O M of n = n matrices, that the Frobenius homomorphism in factq n
 .provides an even more precise description of the primitive and prime
ideals. In particular, at lth roots of unity when l is odd, the fibers of the
map are precisely the orbits under the action of a naturally occurring finite
group of automorphisms. This group can be viewed as ‘‘row and column
 .  .multiplication’’ of the standard array of generators for O M and O GLq n q n
by powers of q.
The techniques used in this paper are for the most part natural exten-
w xsions of methods used by the author and K. R. Goodearl in 6, 7 . The
approach taken here can also be viewed as a continuation of the work in
’w x17 , where the q s y 1 case was used to study solvable Lie super-
algebras.
I am very grateful to the referee for the careful reading and for the
thoughtful suggestions on how to clarify the exposition.
1.1. We next develop the notation and background necessary to more
fully describe our results. To start, the set of prime ideals of a given ring R
 .will be denoted by Spec R, and the set of left primitive ideals of R will be
denoted by Prim R. These sets will be considered as topological spaces
 .under the Zariski or Jacobson topology.
1.2. For the rest of this section, fix an integer n ) 1 and an odd integer
l ) 1. Let k denote a field containing a primitive lth root of unity q.
 . w x  w x.i Adopting the presentation found in 21 cf. 20, 22 , the coordi-
 .nate ring O M of quantum n = n matrices over k is the k-algebraq n
generated by elements X , for 1 F i, j F n, subject to the relationsi j
X X s qX X when i - s,i j s j s j i j
X X s qX X when j - t ,i j i t i t i j
X X s X X when i - s and j - t ,i t s j s j i t
X X y X X s q y qy1 X X when i - s and j - t . .i j s t s t i j i t s j
 . w xii Let k x , x , . . . , x be a standard presentation of the coordi-11 12 nn
 .nate ring O M of n = n matrices. There is an injective bialgebran
homomorphism
FrU : O M ª O M , .  .n q n
termed the Frobenius homomorphism, defined by the assignment x ¬ X l ,i j i j
w x  .  .for 1 F i, j F n 20, p. 77 . Identify O M with its image in O M ,n q n
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 .  .making O M a subalgebra of O M properly contained within then q n
w xcenter; see 20, 7.2.3 .
 .  .  .iii Note that O M is a finitely generated O M -module. Itq n n
therefore follows from Kaplansky’s Theorem and standard PI theory e.g.,
w x.19, 13.3.8, 13.10.4 that the sets of primitive ideals, maximal ideals, and
 . wcofinite dimensional maximal ideals of O M all coincide. From 19,q n
x13.8.14 , for example, we may further deduce that the assignment P ¬
 .P l O M produces closed continuous surjectionsn
Fr : Spec O M ª Spec O M and .  .q n n
Fr : Prim O M ª Prim O M . .  .q n n
 .1.3. i For each 1 F s, t F n, it is easy to check that there exist
 .automorphisms a , b of O M defined bys t q n
qy1 X when i s s,i j
a X s and .s i j  X when i / s,i j
qy1 X when j s t ,i j
b X s .t i j  X when j / t .i j
 .  .ii Let G be the group of automorphisms of O M generated byq n
a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b , and observe that G ( Z2 ny1. It is straightforward to1 n 1 n l
check that
G
O M m O M . .  . .n q n
1.4. It follows from the preceding that Fr is constant on G-orbits of$
 .Spec O M , and letting Fr denote the resulting factorization of Fr, weq n
 .may now record our main result, to be proved in 2.12 .
$
  ..  .THEOREM A. The function Fr: Spec O M rG ª Spec O M and itsq n n$
  ..  .restriction Fr: Prim O M rG ª Prim O M are bijecti¨ e.q n n
 .1.5. Let D denote the quantum determinant of O M , and recall thatq n
w xD is central 21, Sect. 1, Theorem 3; 20, 4.6.1 . The quantum group
 .  .w y1 x w xO GL can then be presented as O M D . By 20, 7.2.3 , theq n q n
 .  . lordinary determinant d of O M ; O M is equal to D . In particular,n q n
  ..the map in 1.2 ii extends to a Hopf algebra embedding
FrU : O GL ª O GL .  .n q n
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 w x.  .   ..cf. 20, p. 77 , and so we identify O GL with its image. From 1.2 iiin
we now obtain the closed continuous surjections
Fr : Spec O GL ª Spec O GL and .  .q n n
Fr : Prim O GL ª Prim O GL . .  .q n n
1.6. For each s g G, it is straightforward to verify that there exists an
 . iinteger i such that s D s q D. Therefore, each element of G extends to
 .  .   ..an automorphism of O GL that fixes O GL pointwise, as in 1.3 ii .q n n $
 .Hence Fr is constant on G-orbits of Spec O GL , and we let Fr againq n
denote the resulting factorization of Fr.
The following is now an immediate consequence of Theorem A.
$
  ..  .COROLLARY B. The function Fr: Spec O GL rG ª Spec O GLq n n$
  ..  .and its restriction Fr: Prim O GL rG ª Prim O GL are bijecti¨ e.q n n
Remark. After this paper was submitted we received a copy of the
recent preprint, Quantum Schubert cells and representations at roots of 1,
by C. De Concini and C. Procesi. In their paper, for suitable choices of l, a
stronger version of the preceding result is obtained for the primitive
 .spectrum of the quantum function algebra F G , where G is a connected,e
simply connected, semisimple, complex Lie group and e is a primitive lth
root of unity.
2. SKEW EXTENSIONS OF FINITE ORDER
 .A proof of Theorem A is presented in 2.12 . Until then, the necessary
ring-theoretic machinery is developed within a slightly more general
w xframework. The reader is referred to 6, 8, 19 for further background and
explanations of undefined terms.
2.1. Throughout, k will denote a field, and R will denote a noetherian
k-algebra equipped with an automorphism t . Additional assumptions and
 .notation will be introduced in 2.4 .
 .  .2.2. i A left t-deri¨ ation d : R ª R is a k-linear map such that
 .  .  .  .d ab s t a d b q d a b for all a, b g R. It is easy to verify that R can
be embedded into a k-algebra S, unique up to isomorphism, that satisfies
 2 4the following conditions: S is a free left R-module with basis 1, X, X , . . . ,
 .  .for some X g S, and Xr s t r X q d r for all r g R. We indicate the
w xpreceding information by writing S s R X ; t , d , and we say that S is a
skew polynomial extension in one ¨ariable or Ore extension over R. The
w x w xnotation is simplified to R X ; d when t is the identity, to R X ; t when d
w xis trivial, and to R X when Xr s rX for all r g R. Also, d is said to be
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 .  .inner when there exists a d g R such that d r s dr y t r d for all
r g R. If a , a , . . . , a g R and a / 0, the X-degree of the polynomial0 1 n n
a X n q a X ny1 q ??? qa is said to be n. If I is a nonzero ideal ofn ny1 0
w xR X ; t , d , then the X-degree of I denotes the minimal X-degree occur-
ring among nonzero elements of I. For later convenience, the X-degrees
.of the zero polynomial and zero ideal are defined to be y`.
 .ii For any function s : R ª R, a nonempty subset V of R is said
 .to be s-stable when s V : V, and for any set  of functions from R to
itself, V is said to be -stable when V is s-stable for every s g . Also,
 :the k-subalgebra of R generated by V will be denoted by k V . We say
that R is s-prime when no product of nonzero s-stable ideals of R is
equal to zero, that R is s-simple when there exist no s-stable ideals other
 .than 0 and R, and that a s-stable ideal I of R is s-prime when RrI is
s-prime.
 .iii Returning to the automorphism t of R, it follows from noethe-
rianity that a t-stable ideal I of R is t-prime if and only if there exists a
i .prime ideal Q of R, whose t-orbit is finite, such that I s F t Q ; see, fori
w xexample, 19, 10.6.11, 10.6.12 .
2.3. Under suitable restrictions, certain standard calculations have been
 wuseful for studying the ideal structure of Ore extensions e.g., 9; 11, p. 38;
x.12 . We will require the following elementary application of these meth-
ods.
LEMMA. Assume that R is t-simple, let d be a t-deri¨ ation of R, and set
w xS s R X ; t , d . Suppose further that t extends to an automorphism of S
mapping X onto gy1 X, for some nonzero g g k, and let J be a nonzero
t-stable ideal of S with X-degree n.
 .i J contains a unique monic polynomial f of X-degree n, and J s
fS s Sf.
 .ii E¨ery t-stable ideal of S properly containing J has X-degree strictly
less than n.
Proof. Let
< n ny1I s a g R aX q a X q ??? qa g J for some a , . . . , a g R . 4ny1 0 0 ny1
It is easy to check that I is a nonzero t-stable ideal of R, and so I s R.
Hence, J contains a monic polynomial f of X-degree n, and it immedi-
n .ately follows that f is unique. Note that fr y t r f is an element in J of
X-degree less than n, for all r g R, and must therefore equal zero. In
particular, fR s Rf. Next, let g s b X t q b X ty1 q ??? qb be an ele-t ty1 0
ment of J, for b , . . . , b g R, with t G n and b / 0. Note that g y b fX tyn0 t t t
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has X-degree strictly less than t, and so a procedure mimicking the
Euclidean Algorithm ensures that J s RfS s fS. Similar reasoning ensures
 .that Xf y fX s cf , for some c g R, and so fX s X q c f. Therefore,
 .  .  .Sf s fS, and i follows. Part ii follows easily from i .
 .2.4. Additional Notation and Assumptions. Recalling 2.1 , the follow-
ing will remain set for the remainder of this section. Choose l to be an
 .integer greater than one but not necessarily odd , and let g be a primitive
lth root of unity in k. Let d denote a t-derivation of R such that
w xdt s gtd , and set S s R X ; t , d . Extend t to an automorphism of S that
y1 w xmaps X to g X as in, for example, 6, 2.4ii .
2.5. LEMMA. Assume that R is t-simple and that d is inner. Then there is
at most one nonzero t-prime ideal of S with X-degree less than l.
Proof. Let K denote the field of central t-invariant elements of R, and
 .  .choose d g R such that d r s dr y t r d for all r g R. Set x s X y d,
w xnoting that S s R x; t . To begin, let T denote the set of positive integers
t . y1t for which there exist t-invariant units c g R such that t r s c rc for
w xall r g R. If T is empty, then it follows from 13 that there is exactly one
nonzero t-prime ideal of S. We may therefore assume that T possesses a
minimum n, and we may choose a t-invariant element u g R such that
n . y1 nt r s u ru for all r g R. Set z s ux .
w x w xThe following facts may now be found, for example, in 1 or 6, 2.3iii .
 . w xA The center of S is K z .
 . w xB If g g K z is a polynomial of z-degree m, then the X-degree of
gS is mn.
 .C Let J be a nonzero semiprime ideal of S such that x q J is a
regular element of SrJ. Then J is generated by a single central nonzero
  .  .nonunit of S. It therefore follows from A and B that the X-degree of J
.is no less than n. Also, note when J is prime that x is either contained in
J or regular modulo J.
 .D The set of prime ideals of S containing x is
< 4Q q xS Q is a minimal prime ideal of R ,
constituting a single t-orbit in Spec S when R is not prime. The proof, in
w x6, 2.3iii , of the preceding statement does not depend on knowing the
 . .actual value of t x .
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 . y1We next prove that d may be chosen such that t d s g d. To begin,
  ..assume that n ) 1, and suppose first that R is not prime. By 2.2 iii , it
 <follows that R is semiprime, and so xS is equal to F Q q xS Q is a
4  .minimal prime ideal of R . It therefore follows from D that xS is the
intersection of prime ideals in a single finite t-orbit of Spec S, and so xS is
  ..  .  . a t-prime ideal of S, again by 2.2 iii . Hence gt x s X y gt d g X y
.  . y1d S. An argument on X-degree now shows that t d s g d. Next,
 .suppose that R is prime. Then from C it follows that xS is the unique
 .prime ideal in S of X-degree equal to one, and so t xS s xS. As in the
 . y1previous case, t d s g d.
 .Now assume that n s 1. By A , t restricts from S to a K-algebra
w x  .automorphism of K z , and so t z s l z q m s luX y lud q m for some
  .. y1  .l, m g K. However, because t u X y d s g uX y ut d , we see that
y1  . y1 y1 X y1  y1 .l s g and that t d s g d y u m. Set d s d q u mr 1 y g .
X  . X  .  X. y1 XNote that d r y t r d s d r , for all r g R, and that t d s g d .
X  . y1Therefore, by replacing d with d , we may assume that t d s g d.
 .We may therefore suppose, for any occurring value of n, that t x s
y1  . yng x and that t z s g z.
w x w xLet I be a nonzero t-prime ideal of K z other than zK z . In view of
  .. w x w x2.2 iii , I s gK z for some t-stable monic polynomial g g K z , of
m n  .z-degree m, whose constant term is nonzero. Since g t g will also be a
 .monic polynomial contained in I of z-degree m, it follows that t g s
gym ng. Also, g m n s 1, since the constant term of g is invariant under t .
Therefore, mn is divisible by l.
Now set J equal to a nonzero t-prime ideal of S other than xS; from
  ..  .2.2 iii and D , it follows that J is the intersection of a finite t-orbit of
w xprime ideals in S that do not contain x. Set I s J l K z , a nonzero
w x   ..  .t-prime ideal of K z by 2.2 iii , and note that J s IS by C . It is easy to
w x  .see that I is not equal to zK z , and it therefore follows from B that the
X-degree of J is divisible by l.
In conclusion, xS is the only nonzero t-prime ideal of S of X-degree
less than l.
2.6. The following terminology will help smooth the discussion. Let B
denote an arbitrary ring containing a subring A, let P be a prime ideal of
B, and let Q be a prime ideal of A. It is standard to say that P lies o¨er Q
w xwhen Q is minimal over P l A. Following 6 , we will further say that P
lies directly o¨er Q when Q is both minimal over P l A and equal to the
annihilator of a right A-submodule of BrP. Note that P lies directly over
.Q when P l A s Q.
l w2.7. Let U be the k-subalgebra of S generated by R and X . In 6, 3.8i,
x l l w l l l xiii it is seen that d is a t -derivation of R and that U s R X ; t , d .
Note that t restricts from S to an automorphism of U.
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2.8. The following notation and information will be used only in the
 .  .proofs of 2.9 and 2.10 .
 .i Extend d to the t-derivation of S that sends each s g S to
 .Xs y t s X, and note that d restricts from S to a t-derivation of U. Set
w xT s U y; t , d .
 .  .  . lii Note that dt u s gtd u , for all u g U, and that t : U ª U is
the identity map. Extend t to the automorphism of T sending y to gy1 y,
w xas in 6, 2.4ii .
 . w xiii It is seen in 6, 3.8iv that there is a surjection c of T onto S
obtained by extending the identity map on R to the map sending y to X.
The kernel of c is generated in T by the t-invariant monic polyno-
l l w x  l l.mial y y X . Moreover, it is also shown in 6, 3.8iv that T y y X s
 l l.y y X T.
 .iv The automorphism of S induced from the action of t on T is
 .consistent with the action of t , on S, defined in 2.4 .
 .2.9. LEMMA. Retain the notation of 2.7 , and let Q be a prime ideal of U.
 .i There exists at least one prime ideal of S lying directly o¨er Q.
 .ii The prime ideals of S lying directly o¨er Q are contained within a
single t-orbit of Spec S.
 .Proof. Let T be as in 2.8 , and let A denote the Goldie quotient ring
  ..of UrQ. Set V s A m S, and use the map c of 2.8 iii to identify V, asU
w x w  l l. xan A-T-bimodule, with A m T r A ? y y X ? T . In particular, if N isU
the right annihilator in T of any A-T-bimodule subfactor of V, then N
w xcontains the kernel of c . As noted in 6, 3.8iii , S is a finitely generated
free left U-module. Therefore, V is a nonzero A-T-bimodule of finite
 .length since it has finite length as a left A-module , and the right
annihilator P in T of a chosen simple A-T-bimodule factor of V is a
w x  .prime ideal of T lying directly over Q, by 6, 5.7 . Because Src P ( TrP,
 .  .it follows that c P is a prime ideal of S lying directly over Q, and i
follows.
Now let P , . . . , P denote the right annihilators in T of the irreducible1 m
w xA-T-bimodule factors of V. By 6, 5.7 , P , . . . , P are exactly those prime1 m
ideals of T , lying directly over Q, that contain y l y X l. As before,
 .  .  .Src P ( TrP , for each 1 F i F m, and so c P , . . . , c P are exactlyi i 1 m
  ..  .the prime ideals of S lying directly over Q. In view of 2.8 iv , to prove ii
it suffices to show that P , . . . , P are in the same t-orbit of Spec T.1 m
We may assume that there exist at least two simple A-T-bimodule
w xfactors of V. Therefore, by 6, 7.3 , we may choose a positive integer
n . n1 F n F l y 1 such that t Q s Q and such that t induces an inner
i .automorphism of A. Set I equal to the t-prime ideal F t Q of U. Sincei
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V cannot be simple, there exists an element c g A such that the imageA T
 .  . w xof d ¨ in A is equal to t ¨ c y c¨ , for all ¨ g U, by 6, 8.3 . Suppose now
that I s Q. Then t induces an automorphisms of UrQ, we may extend t
to an automorphism of A, and it follows from the preceding that d
induces an inner t-derivation of A. Next, returning to the case where I is
 .not necessarily prime, it follows that the image of d I in A is contained
 .  .  .  . i .within t I c y cI s 0 . Hence, d I : Q, and since d I s dt I s
i  . i .t d I : t Q , for every integer i, we see that I is d-stable. In particular,
w xIT s TI. It now follows from 6, 9.6 that every prime ideal of T lying over
Q contains IT. Therefore, if P is a prime ideal of T lying over Q, then
 i ..F t P l U s I. It now suffices to prove that there is at most onei
 l l.t-prime ideal of T that both contracts to I and contains T y y X , by
  ..  l l.2.2 iii . Set J s T y y X , and note that U l U : I.
  ..  w x.Suppose that J l U s I. Using 2.2 iii and INC see, e.g., 8, 10.6 , it is
straightforward to prove that any t-prime ideal of T both containing J and
contracting to I must be minimal among t-prime ideals of T containing J.
In particular, it now follows that if J is itself t-prime then it is the unique
t-prime ideal of T that both contains J and contracts to I. Removing the
assumption that J contracts to I, we may now suppose, without loss of
generality, that any t-prime ideal of T that contracts to I, and contains J,
properly contains J.
Set T s TrIT , and denote images in T with an overbar. It now suffices
to prove that there is at most one t-prime ideal of T , whose intersection
l l .  .with U is 0 , that properly contains y y X T. Let t also denote its
induced automorphism of T , and let d also denote its induced t-derivation
w xon U. Hence, T s U y; t , d . Next, let C denote the set of regular
 .elements of U, and observe that every prime ideal of T contracting to 0
y1in U is disjoint from C. Set E s UC , the Goldie quotient ring, and let t
and d also denote their induced actions on E. Note that E is t-simple by
  ..2.2 iii . Also, dt s gtd on E.
w x y1Let F s E Y; t , d . Extend t from E to F by mapping Y to g Y,
w x w xagain as in 6, 2.4ii . by 5, 2.4 , C is a denominator set of T , and there is
y1an isomorphism of T C onto F mapping Y to y and restricting to the
y1identity on U. Furthermore, the extension of t from T to T C is
wconsistent with the preceding definition of t on F. Therefore, in view of 8,
x9.22 , to prove the lemma it now suffices to show that there is at most one
 l .t-prime ideal of F that properly contains Y y a F, where a is the image
in E of X l.
If E is simple, then I s Q and E s A, and the action of d on E is
inner as shown in the third paragraph of this proof. If E is not simple,
w xthen the action of d on E is inner by 6, 3.6 . In particular, since E is
 .t-simple, it now follows from 2.5 that there is at most one nonzero
 .t-prime ideal of F with Y-degree less than l. However, it follows from 2.3
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 l .that the Y-degree of any t-stable ideal of F properly containing Y y a F
is strictly less than l. The lemma follows.
w l l l x  .2.10. THEOREM. Set U s R X ; t , d , as in 2.7 , and let A be a group
of automorphisms of S, containing t , such that U is A-stable. Let P be an
arbitrary A-orbit in Spec S, and set
<w P s a Q Q is a prime ideal of U minimal o¨er P l U . 4 .  .D
PgP
agA
Then
 .  .i w P consists of a single A-orbit in Spec U,
 .  .  .ii w : Spec S rA ª Spec U rA is bijecti¨ e.
 .Proof. Recall the notation and information in 2.8 .
 .i It suffices to prove that if P is a prime ideal of S then the prime
ideals of U minimal over P l U are contained in a single t-orbit of
Spec U, and so it suffices to prove, when PX is an arbitrary prime ideal of
T , that the prime ideals of U minimal over PX l U are contained in a
 . w xsingle t-orbit of Spec U. Consequently, i follows from 6, 4.4 .
 .   ..ii The surjectivity of w follows from 2.9 i . To prove injectivity,
let Q be a prime ideal of U, let P be a prime ideal of S lying over Q, and
X y1 .   .. X wlet P s c P ; see 2.8 iii . Because P lies over Q, it follows from 6,
x X i . yi X.5.12 that P lies directly over t Q for some integer i, and so t P lies
  .. y1 .directly over Q. In view of 2.8 iv , the prime ideal t P of S lies
 .   ..directly over Q. Part ii now follows from 2.9 ii .
 .2.11. Remarks. Retain the notation of 2.10 .
 . w xi For l s 2, w is described in 17, 2.10 for algebras of finite
 . w xGK-dimension Gelfand]Kirillov dimension and in 6, 6.3 for the general
case.
 . w xii Other hints toward the bijectivity of w may also be found in 6 ;
w xsee, for example, 6, 3.9 .
 . w xiii The proof of 17, 2.12 can be used, almost verbatim, to prove
that w is a homeomorphism with respect to the quotient Zariski topology.
2.12. Proof of Theorem A. Retain the definitions and notation of the
Introduction. In particular, l is again assumed to be odd. Apply the
lexicographical ordering to 11, 12, . . . , nn.
Fix 1 F s, t F n. Set t s a b and d equal to the t -derivation ofst s t s t s t
 .  .  .O M assigning X a y t a X to each a g O M . Observe thatq n st st st q n
 . y2 lt X s q X and that t is the identity. It is also readily seen thatst st s t s t
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 . 2  . 2d t X s q t d X for all 1 F i, j F n, and so d t s q t d . Also,st st i j s t s t i j s t s t s t s t
l w xd is trivial; see, for example, 5, 6.2, 7.3 . Next, consider the followingst
 .k-subalgebras of O M :q n
 < l < :R s k X ij - st j X ij ) st , 4  4st i j i j
 < l < :U s k X ij - st j X ij G st , 4  4st i j i j
 < l < :S s k X ij F st j X ij ) st . 4  4st i j i j
Easy verifications yield that R , U , and S are stable under both Gst st s t
w xand d . Furthermore, S s R X ; t , d , and it is immediately seenst st s t s t s t s t
w l xthat U s R X .st st s t
Setting t s t , d s d , X s X , R s R , U s U , S s S , g s q2, andst st s t s t s t s t
 .A s G, we see that the hypotheses of 2.10 are all satisfied. Therefore, the
 .  .map w s w, as defined in 2.10 , is a bijection from Spec S rG ontost st
 .Spec U rG.st
Now let 1 F i, j F n, and let iX jX denote the predecessor to ij. Note that
U s S X X and that there is a sequence of inclusionsi j i j
O M s U ; U ; ??? ; U ; S s O M . .  .n 11 12 nn nn q n
We are therefore presented with a bijection w w . . . w , from11 12 nn
  ..  .  .Spec O M rG onto Spec O M . Let P be a G-orbit in Spec O M ,qq n n n
 .  .and choose P g P. Set I s P l O M and Q s w w . . . w P . Ob-n 11 12 nn
wserve that I : Q. It follows, for example, from repeated applications of 16,
x  .  . 1.2ii that the GK-dimensions of O M rP and O M rQ coincide andq n n
.  .  .are finite . However, the GK-dimensions of O M rP and O M rI areq n n
 w x.  . walso equal e.g., 15, 5.5 , and so Q s P l O M , by, for example, 15,n$
x3.16 . Consequently, Frs w w . . . w , and the theorem follows.11 12 nn
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